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In this issue:
• Our weekly virtual parent support services
• TOP TIPS for keeping cool in this HEAT
• We are recruiting: Social Media Wizard needed!

• Looking after your mental health during the
lockdown
• Our online courses for local parents
• Virtual Doula Support Available
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Welcome!
The Clapham and District NCT branch is run
by local volunteers (mainly parents) for parents and
expectant parents in Clapham, Balham and
Battersea. We are here to make a difference locally
so that no parent faces their parenting
journey alone, especially in the current climate. Our
local services are aimed to support every parent,
grandparent, carer, nanny or anyone involved in
raising a child.
Get in touch and stay connected, we would love to
hear from you! Our new WhatsApp groups and
ZOOM sessions are open to all local families.
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Follow us on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter
@claphamNCT
For more information on how to join in, get
connected, check our Facebook page or visit our
NCT branch website.

FOR MORE INFO
Email: coordinator.clapham@nct.org.uk
Facebook: @claphamnct
Instagram: @nctclapham
NCT website: www.nct.org.uk/clapham
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Hot weather with a newborn
There’s a bee coming towards your baby’s tiny foot and you can’t work the parasol.
Hot weather with a newborn can be… testing. Here are a few tips on how to navigate
it .
Keep them out of the sun

hottest nights. You’ll get to use those lovely outfits
later, when the weather breaks in three days’ time –
this is the UK after all.

Under six months, babies’ skin contains too
little melanin to give any protection from the sun
so they shouldn’t be exposed at all. When they are
in the pram, attach a clip-on parasol or sunshade.
Don’t cover the pram with a blanket, towel or even
a trusty muslin because your baby can overheat this
w ay .

Baby summer carriers
You might be keen to try babywearing but
are worried about your poor baby getting sweaty in
the sling. You could choose a carrier made from
lightweight nylon rather than a heavier fabric.

Water, milk and what to do about hydration

But whatever you do, always stick to the
manufacturer’s instructions and follow sling safety
guidance, TICKS, which stands for:

If you’re breastfeeding your baby, they won’t need
to be given water. They’ll probably just want to
feed more often.

Tight for adequate support

If you’re formula feeding, you could offer your
baby a few sips of cooled boiled water when it’s
hot in between feeds. It's important that any water
doesn't replace their milk feeds though.

In view at all times (this refers to your baby’s face)
Close enough to kiss (your baby’s forehead or head)
Keep baby’s chin off their chest to ensure breathing
isn’t restricted
Supported back so the baby can’t slump and restrict
their airway.

Room temperature
Ask any new parent and they’ll tell you how much
time they spend worrying over the temperature
in their baby’s bedroom. The ideal temperature for
your baby is between 16°C (61°F) and 20°C (68°F).
The best way to measure it exactly is with a
thermometer.

Things to do...
What do you actually do with a newborn baby in
the hot weather? It’s a good question.
Babies are often happy with the simple things
in life. You could try lying them down in the garden
and blowing some bubbles over them.

During the day, keep curtains or blinds closed, open
doors and windows, and even put a fan in the room
to circulate air. Don’t leave a fan in there when your
baby goes to sleep though, as that can be a danger.

Or you could simply put them in the carrier and
head off for a lovely walk - socially distancing along
the way. Your local NCT branch is a great way to
make friends with other parents-to-be and new
parents in your local area. During the pandemic,
we're running online groups so why not join in?

Baby summer clothes
You had your baby at the peak of summer and now
you have some new outfits ready for them,
courtesy of generous friends and family. Yet the
only thing your baby really needs right now is their
nappy.
Even for sleep, a vest or just a nappy is fine on the
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The Cedar
House Support
Group
This group in our local community offers
support to mums experiencing postnatal
depression and anxiety.
In ordinary times, before COVID, this support
group took place in Balham for mums experiencing
postnatal depression and anxiety week after week.
Right NOW the support is available through online
groups each week.

Anxiety Support
One to One
with Julie

Please contact Liz Wise who facilitates the groups,
for more details.
Email: lwise@talktalk.net
Phone: 07773283556, Website:
www.cedarhousesupportgroup.com

Overwhelmed with anxiety and need
to talk it through? Julie Morris can listen,
signpost and support you through these
challenging times.

All calls and groups are confidential.

Julie has been supporting new parents for 10 years
as a Breastfeeding counsellor and for the last
2 years has been working as a counsellor at The
Awareness Centre, Tooting.
During our new rainbow world, she is offering free
one to one support to those struggling with how to
navigate their way through.
Please leave a message in our new Support for
Anxiety WhatsApp group if you would like to have
a chat with Julie.
Copy, paste and follow the below link:
https://chat.whatsapp.com/FZrvOorkHqrLCRFUaX
J8Lc
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Top tips for keeping cool during
a heatwave
Being pregnant in hot weather can be uncomfortable or worse. Heatwaves and
high temperatures can put you at risk of dangers like dehydration and sunstroke.
Here we share some tips for keeping cool during pregnancy.
First

When you are out and about, wear a sunhat,
sunglasses and sunscreen to help protect you from
the sun’s rays. Try taking a fan or a water spray
bottle with you to cool you down if it’s really hot.
3. Adjust your exercise
You might need to adjust your exercise plan while
pregnant, particularly if there’s a heatwave. Make
sure you aren’t over-exerting yourself, particularly
in the first 12 weeks of pregnancy.
It’s best to avoid exercising in a very hot and humid
climate until you have acclimatised, which will take
a few days. Make sure you have a water bottle with
you if you are exercising.
4. Beat the heat
Avoid being in the sun for long periods, as this
increases the risk of dehydration. If you do go out
and it’s really hot, be prepared – wear sunscreen,
sunglasses and a sunhat. Otherwise, you could sit
in the shade and avoid being in the sun during the
warmest part of the day: from 11am to 3pm.

Hot weather or a heatwave can lead
to dehydration, fatigue, and even heatstroke. So it’s
important to find ways of keeping cool when
pregnant.
1. Stay hydrated

If you feel faint or ill, try to find a cool and shady
spot to sit or lie down in and drink plenty of water.
Seek medical advice if you continue to feel ill in the
heat, or you are worried you might be dehydrated
or have heat exhaustion or heatstroke. Heatstroke
is a medical emergency.

Make sure you’re drinking plenty of water to help
prevent dehydration – your wee should be a pale
clear colour.
Keep a bottle of water with you during the day and
drink frequently. At night, keep some water nearby
and if you wake up, have a sip even if it means a
night-time trip to the toilet. Ensure you drink plenty
of water when you exercise in warm weather.

5. Chill out…and put your feet up
Try and avoid doing too much when it’s hot if you
can. Pregnancy can be tiring even when it's cool, so
rest often. Ankles, feet and fingers can swell
in pregnancy, as your body retains more water than
usual. So try to avoid standing for long periods,
wear comfy shoes and put your feet up as much as
possible. Try to take it easy for the hottest part of
the day with your feet higher than your heart. You
could prop yourself up with cushions as you lie on
the sofa or in your bed.

2. Keep clothing cool
Try to wear light coloured and loosefitting clothing, as this allows air to circulate close
to your skin to help cool you down. Lightweight,
natural fabrics like linen or cotton are better than
synthetics because they can absorb and draw away
more dampness from your skin.
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We are recruiting: Social Media
Wizard Needed!
Volunteers, parents and expectant parents just like you, run our Branch. Would you
like to get involved?
First

We’d love to find a volunteer with professional
communications experience and a good working
knowledge of social media who would like to make
a meaningful difference to the impact of the branch
in as short a period of time as possible!
The role would be autonomous but involve working
in collaboration with branch co-ordinator and local
volunteers. Online volunteer training on GDPR &
safeguarding with NCT is provided.
For more information about us see:
www.nct.org.uk/clapham
www.facebook.com/claphamnct
The role would include:

VOLUNTEER ROLE - COMMUNICATIONS/
SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGER

Growing the Clapham & District NCT social media
community (currently has a reach of approx 4,000)
to a wide range of parents

Clapham & District NCT branch is looking for a
communications / social media volunteer to help us
spread the word of our services to all parents in the
local area ASAP. We anticipate the role to be 12hrs / week (or as much as you like!).

Improving the branch’s approach to how activities
& services are publicised
Capturing analytics of social media activity
Drafting copy for branch activities

The branch offers 3 free drop-in sessions each
week on Zoom; a breastfeeding cafe on Mondays
with qualified breastfeeding counsellors, a parent &
baby session with a qualified postnatal practitioner
on Wednesdays; and a Bring your own coffee!
virtual coffee morning on Fridays. All run 10-12 in
the mornings. There are also free 1-2-1 counselling
sessions on Thursdays.

Regular posting of branch activities on local social
media and local websites and parent networks
TO APPLY: send your email to
coordinator.clapham@nct.org.uk

In addition, we offer a range of paid-for antenatal
and postnatal courses plus other workshops
on specific topics such as weaning and nearly new
sales three times a year. Generous reductions are
available for parents on low-incomes.
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Dealing with anxiety over
coronavirus
Here are seven ways to reduce anxiety, improve our mental health and think more
positively.
1. Avoid news overload
It’s hard to get away from coronavirus. It’s all over
the news, and mostly what our friends and family
are talking about. (Do these conversations sound
familiar?)

Kat, mum to Sophie, 6, and Eva, 4, is due to give
birth in the summer. She says:
“I think anxiety among pregnant women has upped
with the government advice about us. Even though
I know it’s still not likely to be too bad if I catch it,
there still is a worry that they don’t actually know
whether it can affect the baby.”

For many of us, a good starting point to reduce
stress is by not obsessively reading news stories
about COVID-19. Yes, it all seems unreal and is a
very fast-moving situation. But poring over articles
about those badly affected and figures going up will
just make you feel more anxious.

These concerns are completely understandable.
Following guidance about social distancing, using
reliable sources if you need to check anything and
attending your antenatal appointments will give
you the reassurance that you’re doing all you can to
protect yourself and your baby.

Keep abreast of developments, particularly ones
that concern your family. But then put down your
phone, or switch off the news.
Listening to music stations on the radio can help
feel you less isolated and keep you positive, while
still informing you about key developments.
Switching off completely from thinking about
COVID-19 by watching your favourite TV show,
reading a book or phoning a friend can also help.

4. Follow recommended health guidance
You’re probably also worried about the health of
your family.
Katie, mum to Dylan and Rosie, says:

2. Get some fresh air

“My daughter has a mild temperature so we’re selfisolating. Although I know she’s likely to be fine, if
she has been infected with COVID-19 then we’ll all
probably get it within the next couple of weeks. I’m
worried about how it’ll affect us all. Is it too much
to hope that we’ll all have mild to moderate
symptoms?”

Self-isolating at home can be tough at times. Not
having a change of scene or being able to see other
people can make us all feel down.
If things feel like they’re getting on top of you, you
could get outside to exercise in your garden if
you have one or a public space. Walking the dog or
going for a walk or run are great stress-relievers.

Again, following the government guidelines
as much as possible will hopefully give you
some sense of control. Even if one member of the
household is infected with COVID-19, it doesn’t
necessarily mean everyone will get it, especially
if you take care to wash your hands and keep as
much distance from each other as possible. (We
know this is easier said than done with a family!)

You'll need to stick to social distancing measures
when exercising though.
3. Seek out reliable information
For pregnant women, there'll be specific concerns
and questions about COVID-19. It's so important to
have reliable sources of information right now.
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Our concerns are often for our children
above ourselves, so it is some reassurance to know
that children are more likely to develop mild to
moderate symptoms than adults.

7. Spread some kindness
Supporting each other and spreading positive
messages isn’t just a nice thing to do, it can make
us feel better and make a difference to others too.
And above all, be kind to yourself!

5. Use new ways to stay in touch
We're lucky to be living at a time with so much
technology available to help us stay connected. It's
not the same as a hug or cafe meet up but there are
ways to 'see' loved ones and keep in touch.
It can feel particularly hard to be separated from
parents and grandparents right now. Anxiety about
their well-being can affect your own.
6. Understand your rights and benefits
Aside from obvious concerns about the health of
ourselves and our loved ones, some of us might be
very worried about money. This is especially if selfisolation or illness means that you or your partner
can’t work.
The government has announced some measures to
help, including support for businesses such as the
furlough scheme and those struggling to pay their
mortgage. If money issues are affecting
you, contact your bank and see what help might be
available.
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